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EMP's Quality Policy
1.
2.
3.

Provide products and services of the highest possible standards, to satisfy our customer's
need, expectations of quality, safety, reliability and service.
We accomplish these objectives by establishing, implementing and maintaining a
documented effective Quality Management System.
We strive to become a world-class organization.

Welders Habits @ Evans Metal
May 9, 2018
1.

We weld ONLY after our parts are QC’s.

2.

On our controlled projects, we never used uncontrolled material. All controlled material
will have an Evans Metal sticker on it.

3.

We can use uncontrolled material on miscellaneous steel and on our smaller projects.
Management will let us know when controlled material is to be used.

4.

We set our Welders to both the voltage and our amperage withing the range of our printed
welding procedure.

5.

Our welding gas is set to our welding procedure’s pressure and the correct gas.

6.

Regularly we make sure out welders are calibrated so our welding is withing voltage and
amperage tolerance found in our procedures.

7.

We weld in the flat position. No vertical or overhead welds.

8.

We use wire that is named in our welding procedure.

9.

We make sure that when the temperature is colder than 50 degrees, we preheat the
material we weld. We bring material inside the day before we weld to make sure in cold
weather that the material we weld falls within our procedures’ temperature tolerances.

10.

We make sure that our welds are not contaminated by rust or mill scale. We use wire
brushes to do this. (Our QC personnel looks for wire brush marks near welds.)
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